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   A picture 
is worth a thousand 

    words



PONG SPOT - A Ping Pong Map App
Final Project | UX/UI Design Bootcamp, IRON HACK, Berlin

Read the full case study on Medium! 

BRIEF
You will have 10 days to build a digital product based 
on your own vision, research, findings and the UX/UI 
process you’ve learned throughout the program. 
You can create either an App or a responsive website.

You need to identify a problem that perhaps you or 
someone you know are facing every day. Choose 
something you would love to work on, because you 
already know the topic or because you are genuinely 
curious about it.

INTRO
There’s a massive Ping Pong Scene in Berlin and 
about 800 tables all across the city. But usually you 
won’t see them from the subway being on your way 
to work, right?!
And with public Table Tennis is one thing: 
either the tables are occupied or locked in a fence... 

„Table Tennis 
is the world’s best 

brain sport.“

Dr. Daniel Amen (Member of the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology)

https://medium.com/ironhack/pong-spot-a-ping-pong-map-app-205e1cbccb1a


MAIN
-Map with tables + directions 
(works offline)

FEATURES
-Add unlisted tables/pics
-Information about the area 
-Rating and comments
-Player profile
-Chat 
-Invite new opponents

NICE TO HAVE
-Dark Mode that activates at 
sunset automatically (depending 
on users pre-settings)

GOAL 
So I decided to create an App which provides a map with tables and additional
features to submit better playing conditions and to support social interaction.

See the animated prototype here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=9ZqvgmyCeH0&feature=emb_logo


Justified by the method that I learned at Ironhack Berlin, I spent days and hours 
to work through the whole Design Thinking Process but will focus on UI here.

Read the full case study on Medium
See the animated prototype here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=9ZqvgmyCeH0&feature=emb_logo
https://medium.com/ironhack/pong-spot-a-ping-pong-map-app-205e1cbccb1a
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King Kong Magazine

King Kong
is an independent, 

biannual print magazine 
dedicated 

to showcasing 
the work of 

ground-breaking artists, 
designers, 
models, 

musicians 
and 

image-makers 
from every corner of 

the world.

EDITORIAL DESIGN & GRAPHIC DESIGN
Issues 3, 4, 5

kingkongmagazine.com

Editorial Design & Graphic Design
Issues 3, 4, 5 à 400 pages, created in 2-3 weeks by 2 Designers







SPACE SILENT FILM FESTIVAL - A Curated Event Microsite
Project 6 | UX/UI Design Bootcamp, IRON HACK, Berlin

Read the full case study on Medium! 

BRIEF
We had to create a ready to build microsite for 
desktop and mobile devices in 4 days. The focus 
was more on design and animations than research.

INTRO
Having a background in Graphic Design and the Film 
Industry, I decided to create a Film Festival which 
shows Sci-Fi Silent Movies to be part of a series of 
events celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 1st 
moon landing, happening at a planetarium in Berlin.

Because Silent Films can be very(!) silent — there will 
be a musician playing music. His name is Stephan 
von Bothmer. He’s composing and playing music for 
silent movies. Those events are called Stummfilm-
konzerte/Silent Movie Concerts. Besides working 
with him before, I am a big fan of his work!

„There’s no wind 
on the Moon.“

https://medium.com/ironhack/a-microsite-project-6-for-ux-ui-bootcamp-ironhack-berlin-911776737ae4


Read the full case study on Medium! 

https://medium.com/ironhack/a-microsite-project-6-for-ux-ui-bootcamp-ironhack-berlin-911776737ae4


THE CONTEMPORARY GERMAN MOVIE POSTER
Final Thesis | HTW Berlin

INTRO
There’s countless publications to movie posters and 
poster design in general but if you try to find some 
information about the status quo of german movie 
posters sources quickly reach their limits.
Is the contemporary german movie poster not a sub-
ject of professional consideration? Or might its topi-
cality exclude the topic from literature?

In order to understand the meaning, aesthetics and 
design quality of the contemporary german movie 
poster you have to look around in the cinemas and in 
the film industry but especially view movie posters. 

Which aesthetic claim do contemporary german 
movie posters have? 

Can a poster be better than the movie it‘s promoting? 

Does the poster design quality have an effect on the 
success of a movie? 

And what makes a good movie poster?

The aim of this analytical examination was to identify 
the opportunities and limitations of poster design to 
benefit from those insights in personal workflows.

What makes 
a good

Movie Poster?

published by VDM Verlag

https://www.amazon.de/Das-deutsche-Filmplakat-Gegenwart-zeitgen%C3%B6ssischer/dp/363911518X/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&keywords=das+deutsche+filmplakat+der+gegenwart&qid=1574852138&sr=8-1






„(...) There she goes in the night rain, as if she is looking for love, com-
fort or whatever, it is quite specifically the belated mistress who is 
stuck in the elevator after the murder of her husband – and it seems 
as if her mouth already had the misfortune that will ultimately happen 
to her.
Later, one sees the photos of happy times, there she is so radiant and 
irresistible, that one knows immediately why men are literally ready 
for anything, even for the murder of the husband.
It‘s just a story of almost a hundred films, but like so many, it‘s not 
about happiness, it‘s about longing, not about fulfillment, but about 
dreariness that inevitably follows. (...)“ 

translated from „Liebling, ich bin im Kino“ by Michael Althen, 2014

François Truffaut

„Jeanne Moreau
is a woman,

in which you don't think of a flirt
but love immediately.“

Alternate poster for ELEVATOR TO THE GALLOWS by Louis Malle
Inspired by a portrait of Jeanne Moreau by Michael Althen



The goal of the Montreal International Black Film Festival (MIBFF) is to 
bring audiences the most beautiful and the most amazing new Black 
Films, while creating a space to debate major cultural, social and socio-
economic issues. 
The MIBFF wants to promote a different kind of cinema, cinema that 
hails from here and from abroad and that does not necessarily have 
the opportunity to grace the big screen, groundbreaking cinema that 
moves us, that raises awareness and that takes us all by surprise. 
The MIBFF wants to deal with issues and present works that raise 
questions, that provoke, that make us smile, that leave us perplexed, 
that shock us…

A different 
kind 

of cinema

Key Visual MIBFF, Poster Competition



The Pornfilmfestival Berlin is an alternative, independent film festival 
on the subject of sexuality, politics, feminism and gender issues and 
the only festival of its kind in Germany.

Since 2006, an average of over 100 films from all over the world have 
been screened in the festival's programme, showing mainly feminist 
and queer female perspectives on sexual morality, identities, body 
norms, moral concepts all over the world and artistically alternative 
approaches to the genre of pornography.

Client: Pornfilmfestival Berlin

I love it 
but 

it’s too explicit

Key Visual PORNFILMFESTIVAL BERLIN, Pitch

...said the client.



Some TITLE SEQUENCES I enjoyed working on

Click to play!

Forget the Film,
watch 

the Titles!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwqQypsXLcI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVh4gax0rXY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0AOZAvNn3o&feature=emb_logo


DEVIANT Arts & Culture - Editorial Design
Project 5 | UX/UI Design Bootcamp, IRON HACK, Berlin

Read the full case study on Medium! 

BRIEF
Design a responsive online platform for a magazine, 
newspaper or blog directed to meet the needs and 
goals of one of the presented User Personas.

SETUP
-Work in pairs
-6 days
-A report or case study 

INTRO
The rise of the digital press has seen a tremendous 
peak over the last years. The audience is increasing 
as Millennials grow older, demanding all sorts of 
content. The best magazines and newspapers had 
already launched their digital version in early 2000, 
but it has been only in the last 5 years that the digital 
experience started to take its own shape.

With numbers increasing, publishers are prompted 
to deliver quality content along with a great digital 
product for readers to experience a different but still 
unique act of opening up a magazine and dive into it.

People 
don't read 
anymore.

https://medium.com/@utehintersdorf/editorial-design-fc6d7070065e


Read the full case study on Medium! 

https://medium.com/@utehintersdorf/editorial-design-fc6d7070065e


Instagram
is my

Playground

This is where I find INSPIRATION and PLAY around 
with Apps and colours

Scan QR-code!

https://www.instagram.com/pix_and_colours/


EDUCATION 06-08/2019

04/2003-03/2008

UX/UI Bootcamp 
at Iron Hack, Berlin

Diploma in  Communication Design 
at HTW, Berlin

PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE

06/2019-present

03/2008-present

SKILLS

SOFTSKILLS

LANGUAGES

UX/UI Designer

Freelance Graphic Designer 
focused on Design for Film

CONTACT

Ute Hintersdorf
info@pixandcolours.com
+49 176 6426 1186

Instagram Website LinkedIn Medium

SOCIAL MEDIA

InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects, Acrobat Pro 
Sketch, Figma, Principle, InVision

Empathic, creative, encouraging, structured, practical 

German (native), English (proficient), French (basic)

https://www.instagram.com/pix_and_colours/
https://www.pixandcolours.com/
https://medium.com/@utehintersdorf
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pix-and-colours/



